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We know this because we are regularly 
asked about who to go to for design, 
products and knowledge around the 
sustainable solutions you seek.

In publishing the Green Book, we want 
more South Australians to become 
aware of the plethora of CHOICE in 
organisations to engage with when 
seeking environmentally responsible 
outcomes.

Our organisation believes that there 
are many “shades of green”, because 
sustainable solutions in the built 
environment can take on many different 
forms while still encompassing common 
principles. We want to reinforce that 
there is much DIVERSITY in services 
available in South Australia, and that 
there are opportunities to integrate 
sustainability into projects large or small, 
inside and out.

Creating sustainable buildings, 
communities and cities is not 
difficult. That is, of course, if you 
happen to know where to look and 
who to connect with.
If you are flipping through this Green 
Book, you are already part of a 
movement. Believe it or not, your interest 
of what solutions are available for better 
buildings and communities is supporting 
the creation a more sustainable future. 
You are not alone in turning curiosity 
into action.

We know firsthand of the growing 
appetite from South Australian 
organisations, families and individuals 
who want to reduce their power bills, 
enjoy comfortable and healthy interior 
environments that are built to last and to 
lessen their impact on the environment.

Choice Sustainable SolutionsDiversity Choose SA

Welcome



So, as you explore The Green Book, 
make sure to CHOOSE SA for your next 
project and invest in local knowledge 
and skills.

We hope the Green Book satisfies your 
curiosity and that it is a useful resource 
to empower you to take positive action 
towards creating sustainable built 
environments.

Ken Long

ASBN Chairman

The Green Book has been created to 
ease the search for those unfamiliar 
or overwhelmed by the possibilities 
and noise of those competing for your 
attention, through highlighting a range 
of organisations that make sustainability 
integral to their operations. If you are 
curious and open minded when seeking 
SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS, you’ll be 
surprised at how simple, accessible and 
dare we say, affordable, it is to be “green”. 

We are unapologetically South 
Australian. This guide is meant to 
connect the people of South Australia to 
organisations based in South Australia, 
to create a more sustainable future 
for South Australia. When it comes to 
creating sustainable solutions, there 
are plenty of knowledgeable, talented 
and skilled organisations here that 
consistently deliver great results right 
here at home. 



Our organisation brings together a diverse 
range of professional fields and community 
groups. This multidisciplinary exposure is 
what we believe will foster collaboration 
between businesses, networks & individuals 
to make our sustainable future a reality.

Visit our website, check out our 
videos & podcasts and connect
on Social Media

The Adelaide Sustainable Building 
Network (ASBN) is a not for profit 
organisation which advocates 
the uptake of sustainable and 
ecologically beneficial practices 
within all industries linked to the 
built environment. We actively 
promote, educate, connect, 
collaborate, facilitate and aim to 
ignite positive actions towards 
sustainable built environments.
The ASBN acts as an advocate and educator 
through events, lectures, workshops, 
projects and digital knowledge sharing. 
Through these realms we aim to share 
specialist knowledge, improve awareness 
around sustainability in urban environments 
and showcase innovated projects which 
work towards sustainable futures.

About the Adelaide Sustainable 
Building Network

adelaidesbn.com.au



LEGEND

WHEN TO ENGAGE

DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION

POST OCCUPANCY

SERVICES PROVIDED

PRODUCTS/MATERIALS

CONSULTING

CONSTRUCT/BUILD

DESIGN/DOCUMENTATION

SCALE OF PROJECTS

SMALL PROJECTS
Interiors or additions (less than 50m2)

EVALUATION
Pre Design

LANDSCAPE/PUBLIC REALM

MEDIUM PROJECTS
3 storey or less (between 1000m2   - 50m2)

LARGE PROJECTS
Larger than 3 storey or 1000m2

BUILT BY

TOTLD Design
ASBN



Adelaide 5000

08 8232 9696

management@troppo.com.au

troppods.com.au

E D C P

Adelaide 5000

08 8232 9696

management@troppo.com.au

troppo.com.au

E D C P

Troppo Architects

Trop_Pods

No Bow-Ties Here

Dongas with Attitude

Connection with Nature

Adaptable

Respond to Place

Affordable

Award Winning

Portable Structures



dsquared Consulting is your one 
stop shop for sustainable design and 
development. 
We are innovative and aspirational, but 
grounded in technical expertise and 
practicality. We bring an interdisciplinary 
and holistic approach to developing 
solutions for the built environment which 
leave a positive legacy for people and our 
environment. 

Our organisation has the reputation for 
integrating sustainability seamlessly and 
work with clients to develop solutions 
which are smart, robust, and cost effective. 
We provide services from the earliest 
stages of project master planning, through 
building design, construction and into 
operation.

dsquared Consulting is an accredited 
Carbon Neutral Organisation, actively 
measuring and responsibly taking action 
for our business’s environmental footprint.

Adelaide 5000

0405 106 268

hello@dsquaredconsulting.com.au

dsquaredconsulting.com.au

Positive Impact

Sustainable Futures

Sustainability Consultants

dsquared Consulting
Carbon Neutral Organisation



GOODHOUSE is committed to 
providing you with the optimal 
sustainable design for your 
site and budget. We exploit 
all the passive heating/cooling 
opportunities that your site has 
to offer and couple these with our 
selection of appropriate materials 
and systems as we work towards 
meeting your project brief.
We also understand that sustainability 
is about budget! Our highly systemised 
approach to design and construction 
management means that our beautiful, 
architecturally designed, low energy homes 
become an affordable option.

Norwood 5067

0447 753 469

hello@goodhouse.co

goodhouse.co

Goodhouse
Efficient

Sustainable

Affordable

Systems Approach



Aztec Developments are 
family owned and run builders. 
Established in 1985, our years of 
experience and commitment have 
earned us a great reputation, which 
we believe sets a high benchmark 
for other Adelaide Hills builders. 
Seeing a need for change in South 
Australian housing we were on the lookout 
for a new direction… the answer; Energy 
efficient, airtight, sustainable housing. 

Proudly working alongside our friends at 
GOODHOUSE we are able to provide our 
customers with a quality designed and built 
sustainable home with next level service.

Bridgewater 5155

0422 228 505 

aztec-developments@bigpond.com

aztec-developments.com.au 

Aztec Developments
Sustainable

Passive Solar

Airtight

Energy Efficient



Adelaide Hills

0428 465 447

craig@clovergreenspace.com.au

clovergreenspace.com.au

E D C P

E D C P

Seaford 5169

08 8386 1006

sales@australianwindowsolutions.com.au

australianwindowsolutions.com.au

Clover
Green Space

Australian
Window Solutions 

Landscape Architecture

Energy Efficiency Driven

Green Roofs & Walls

Creative Solutions

Green Space

Modern Styles

Urban Greening

Passionate About Windows



Mirage Homes is a design and 
construct building company 
focused solely on sustainable net 
zero homes.
Our ethos is ‘Bespoke, ethical & 
sustainable homes.’ we provide an 
architectural solution to sustainable 
design and construction in SA, making 
high performance homes attractive and 
accessible to a wider public. Our full in-
house approach takes owners from concept 
through to completion of their home 
and beyond, incorporating interior and 
landscapes to provide a holistic sustainable 
product that works as one.

Warradale 5046

08 8294 2586

michael@mirage-homes.com.au

mirage-homes.com.au

Mirage Homes
Sustainable Building

Bespoke Architecture

Energy Efficient Design

Ethical Homes



Precycle is a simple step by step 
based recycling solution for the 
building industry.
It is a boots on the ground operation 
that leaves no stone unturned. We are 
determined to create an effective way to 
manage recycling across the construction 
industry.

Through its 6 stage process over the 
course of a build, Precycle sorts recyclable 
materials at its source before it becomes 
contaminated and therefore no longer 
viable as a recycling/repurposing resource.

It is a vastly more minimalistic and efficient 
process than the current models from large 
waste resources that are available.

Salisbury Plain 5109

0401 403 963

info@precycle.com.au

precycle.com.au

Precycle
Recycle

Ecological

Repurpose

Environmental



Arup is a global engineering and 
design consultant firm working in 
the built environment. 
Together we help our clients solve their 
most complex challenges turning exciting 
ideas into tangible reality as we strive to 
find a better way and shape a better world. 
Arup has always recognised that great 
design includes a responsibility to the 
future. Sustainability has been embedded 
in our ethos since being founded by Sir Ove 
Arup in 1946.

We help clients across the world to 
become more sustainable, while investing 
in research that can improve our own 
industry’s environmental impact. Arup 
presently endorses the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), 
and works with our clients to maximise the 
use of the UN SDGs on their operations 
and projects.

Photo Credit: Newington Photography

Adelaide 5000

08 8413 6500

adelaide@arup.com

arup.com

Arup
Shape A Better World

Innovation In Design

Better Engineering

Sustainable Cities



Gulfview Heights 5096

0418 823 900

sales@aristore.com.au

aristore.com.au

E D C P

Norwood 5067

0423 151 093

info@brettaylen.com.au

brettaylen.com.au

E D C P

Aristore Eco
Fireplaces

Brett Aylen
Architecture 

Bespoke Fires Flueless Fire

Ethanol Fireplace Fireplace Design

Comfortable Living PassivHaus Certified

Climate Responsive Design Healthy Homes



Enduro Builders are a luxury 
energy efficient builder. We work 
with the client to create the 
Energy Efficient home of their 
dreams.  
As Certified Passive House Tradespeople 
we understand how to create the most 
comfortable living environment possible 
whilst staying within your budget. 

We understand the decision to choose a 
company to build your dream home can 
be daunting, especially when you want to 
create something that’s a little out of the 
ordinary.  Which is why we always focus on 
making the building experience one that is 
stress-free, surprise-free and most of all... 
enjoyable!

Hahndorf 5245

0438 909 920

info@endurobuilders.com.au

endurobuilders.com.au

Enduro Builders
Energy Efficient

Low Impact

Passive House

Custom & Luxury
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Brighton 5048

0411 520 830

suzanne@sustainablebusinessconsultants.com.au

sustainablebusinessconsultants.com.au

Norwood 5067

08 8121 4008

living@ts4.com.au

ts4.com.au

E D C P

TS4 Living
Climate Responsive Design

Client Focused

Sustainable

Comfortable

Sustainable Business
Consultants
Sustainability

Carbon Neutral

ESG Reporting

Climate Change



Building systems for thermal 
comfort, moisture management and 
energy efficiency.
Ametalin is a manufacturer and supplier of 
building membranes, thermal foam insulation, 
wall wraps, sarking and reflective insulation 
products. Our products are primarily of 
interest to architects, building designers and 
specifiers, for use in residential, commercial 
and industrial buildings to provide increased 
thermal comfort year-round while saving 
energy and reducing heating/cooling costs. 
We also offer products suitable for DIY 
applications in homes & sheds.

As a partner of the CRC for Low Carbon 
Living and Foundation Member of Carbon 
Neutral Adelaide, Ametalin is committed 
to reducing Australia’s carbon footprint by 
developing reflective insulation products 
that reduce the need for carbon-emitting 
air conditioning in Australian homes and 
buildings, providing healthier and more 
comfortable interior environments.

Salisbury North 5108

08 8285 6955

info@ametalin.com

ametalin.com

Ametalin
Insulation

Wall Wrap

Reflective Insulation

Thermal Insulation



Goolwa 5214

0402 911 216

sabale@bigpond.com

houseofbales.com.au

E D C P

Aldinga Beach 5173

0425 317 071

skgoldie@bigpond.com

facebook.com/twocreativePL

E D C P

House of Bales

Two Creative

Straw Bale

Natural Building

Natural Building

Straw Bale

Sustainable

Natural Render

Consulting

Hemp



Solar Warehouse Australia is a 
proudly South Australian family 
owned business that provides 
premium quality renewable energy 
solutions to reduce a homes 
carbon footprint and insulate 
SA families from ever increasing 
energy cost.
The team at Solar Warehouse Australia 
assists homes and businesses in their shift 
towards an all electric, energy efficient 
premises by replacing electricity that’s 
traditionally produced by dirty fossil fuels 
with clean, green and reliable renewable 
energy. 

With a wide range of solutions that can be 
tailor made to suit all home designs and 
budgets, our team of highly skilled and 
passionate renewable energy experts will 
ensure your energy solution is engineered 
perfectly to your requirements.

Holden Hill 5088

08 7127 0752

info@swaonline.com.au

solarwarehouseaustralia.com.au

Solar Warehouse Australia
Powered By Sunshine

Locally Owned & Operated

Advanced Certified Installers

CEC Approved Solar Retailer



Prospect 5082

0418 847 174

bohdan@bdcoarchitects.com.au

bdcoarchitects.com.au

E D C P

Prospect 5082

0408 150 889

earthspirations@gmail.com

earthspirations.com

E D C P

Bohdan Dorniak & 
Co Pty Ltd
Architects

Natural Materials

Sensitive Design

Experienced

Earthspirations
Waterless Composting Toilets

Off Grid

Eco Home

Loo With A View



Endemic Environments is highly 
dedicated to sustainability 
and providing environmental 
solutions to landscape design & 
construction.
A balance of creativity, sustainability, 
environmental awareness & skilled 
workmanship drive our design, planning & 
construction delivery.

Our ethos is one that emphasises the 
importance of sustainability, efficient 
water use/saving and working towards 
creating a low carbon footprint. Creating 
environmental awareness through garden 
aesthetics and construction enriches an 
outdoor living space, whilst also creating 
a positive impact on local wildlife by 
providing appropriate habitats within the 
metro suburbs.

Lonsdale 5160

0400 809 861

steve@endemicenvironments.com

endemicenvironments.com

Endemic Environments
Sustainable Design

Environmentally Responsible

Innovative

Waterwise



Normanville 5204

0425 731 537

enquire@harmonicdesign.studio

www.harmonicdesign.studio

E D C P

Adelaide 5000

0400 196 806

andrew.bishop@sa.gov.au

renewalsa.sa.gov.au

E D C P

Renewal SA
Sustainable Urban Development

Green Star Communities Place Making

Urban Regeneration

Harmonic Design 
Studio
Design Which Resonates Local

Fleurieu Creative



Business as usual is no longer 
enough - it’s time to break the 
mould.
At Cundall, we do things differently - we 
are committed to providing people with the 
knowledge, skills and enthusiasm to make a 
difference. We are a One Planet Company, 
a JUST organization and Carbon Neutral 
Certified.

With a rich history of delivering sustainable 
buildings backed up by engineering know 
how, our team works with clients to push 
the boundaries of sustainability to create 
restorative projects that positively impact 
the environment and people.

Cundall combines the latest modelling 
techniques with our knowledge to achieve 
low impact developments.  We help achieve 
NABERS, Green Star, LEED, Living Building 
Challenge, WELL Standard and One Planet 
Endorsement.

Adelaide 5000

08 8419 2700

adelaide@cundall.com

cundall.com

Cundall
Occupants and Environment Green Ratings

Carbon Neutral Sustainable Built Environment



Oakbank 5243

0466 533 983

info@adelaidegeoexchange.com.au

adelaidegeoexchange.com.au

E D C P

Adelaide 5000

0430 177 948

todd@tglandscapes.com

tglandscapes.com

E D C P

Adelaide
Geoexchange
Geoexchange

Heating Solutions

Fossil Free Fuel

Cooling Solutions

TG Landscapes
Sustainable Design

Creative

Recycled Materials

Passionate Team



We provide quality and efficient 
heat pump hot water solutions 
for residential and commercial 
applications that aid in the 
transition from fossil fuel 
consumption to an efficient 
electrical future.
Adelaide Heat Pumps provide the latest in 
heat pump technology with a focus on heat 
pumps that utilise natural refrigerants like 
CO2. For residential applications we are 
the proud stockist of the Reclaim Energy 
Co2 hot water heat pump in Adelaide. 
Commercially we have heat pump solutions 
like the Q-Ton Co2 heat pump that can 
provide hot water up to 90 degrees Celsius.

Oakbank 5243

0466 533 983

hello@adelaideheatpumps.com.au

adelaideheatpumps.com.au

Adelaide Heat Pumps
Energy Efficient

Heat Pumps

Hot Water Solutions

Fossil Fuel Free



Adelaide 5000

0402 785 724

hello@foxavenue.com.au

foxavenue.com.au

E D C P

Thebarton 5031 

0414 912 367

mark@ecourbane.com.au

ecourbane.com.au

E D C P

EcoUrbane
Building Group
Sustainable

Collaborative

Innovative

Integrity

Fox Avenue Studio
Landscape Design

Collaborative Design

Horticultural Advice

Consultation



Warwick O’Brien Architects has 
dedicated the last 25 years entirely 
to the design of sustainable 
outcomes for the residential 
market for both new houses and 
additions to existing houses.
All our projects aim to epitomise dedication 
to sustainability as that is our mission. 
Success is expressed through the joy we 
receive from each project - witnessing the 
satisfaction and pleasure our clients have 
in living in an environment that saves them 
energy and is a delight to experience.

House in the Adelaide Foothills
AIA Commendation for Residential 
Architecture 2017

Adelaide 5000

0407 816 495

info@wobarchitects.com.au

wobarchitects.com.au

Warwick O’Brien Architects
Sustainable Design

Satisfying Home

Architecture For Climate

Optimum Solutions



The board, in consultation with primary 
producers, the community, government and 
industry, is responsible for the development 
of the regions NRM Plan. The plan sets 
measurable goals, priorities and targets 
for sustainable use of natural resources in 
the region, aiming to ensure that there is a 
balance between the needs of people and 
the environment.

The plan is delivered by staff through a 
diverse range of programs and projects.

The Adelaide and Mount Lofty 
Ranges Natural Resources 
Management Board works to 
manage, protect and, in some 
cases, restore the region’s precious 
natural resources.
Our vision for the region is ‘a healthy 
living landscape meeting the social, 
environmental, economic and cultural 
needs of the community, and ensuring the 
rights and wellbeing of future generations’.

Eastwood 5063

08 8273 9100

 urban.sustainability@sa.gov.au

naturalresources.sa.gov.au/adelaidemtloftyranges

Adelaide & Mt Lofty Ranges Natural 
Resources Management Board
Regeneration Engagement Connect with Nature Sustainable Futures



These are viewed as essential items of 
learning as we head towards a building 
future that must be more sustainable, using 
the 3 pillars of planet, profit, and people.

TAFE SA Tonsley Campus is the 
training centre in South Australia 
for all Building training. Certificate 
II through to Diploma level, all 
trades through to building design.
Many of our Building qualifications have a 
green focus with concentration on training 
such as renewables, passive design, waste 
management, nature, community, efficiency 
of design and comfort of building use.

Clovelly Park 5042

08 8207 2885

david.clothier@tafesa.edu.au

tafesa.edu.au

TAFE SA Tonsley
Training

Passive Design

Education

Build Green



audio recording and editing services. With 
a background in sustainable communities 
and land management, ESM has the 
capacity to understand their clients video 
or podcast needs.

Environmental & Science Media works 
across all landscapes, from the urban 
through to the arid, and is recognised as 
SA’s premier environmental video and 
podcast provider.

Environmental & Science Media 
(ESM) is an SA based podcast 
and web video content provider, 
specialising in telling the stories 
of our natural systems, and 
the sustainable communities, 
industries and designers that work 
to support them.
Environmental & Science Media is an 
all in one video and podcast production 
company, providing all scripting, shooting, 

Gawler 5118

0427 316 976

enquiries@esmedia.com.au 

esmedia.com.au

Environmental & Science Media
Online Content

Digital Media

Capturing Stories

Videos For Sustainability



Hand picked and basket pressed, all 
Whistling Kite Biodynamic Wines are 
made with care and attention... your wine 
drinking pleasure is our pleasure.

Whistling Kite Wines was founded 
in order to demonstrate the 
outstanding results possible through 
biodynamic farming practices and  
to demonstrate that through careful 
variety selection and sustainable 
farming practices, the Riverland 
is capable of producing wines of 
exceptional quality.

New Residence 5333

0421 384 659

info@whistlingkitewines.com.au

whistlingkitewines.com.au

Whistling Kite Wines
Biodynamic

Riverland Wine

Organic

Award Winning



Igniting positive action towards sustainable built environments

info@adelaidesbn.com.au

adelaidesbn.com.au


